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In the last few decades, more than 160,000 remittance documents have been found and 
preserved in Guangdong and Fujian, as part of the qiaopi and yinxin project.1  The recovery 
of these documents is important for empirical studies focusing attention on the historical 
development and social- economic impact of the Chinese remittance network. Remittances 
have been credited with helping to rectify China’s international balance of payments, 
modernizing industry and commerce in Fujian and Guangdong, institutionalizing  the 
remittance trade, and strengthening the transnational networks of Chinese families (Yao 
1943; Du 1995; Dai 2003; Chen 2010; Chen 2008; Lin 2009).  
Most importantly, studies on Chinese remittances demonstrate that the Chinese approach 
to organising remittances that was different from the remittance behaviour of English-
speaking immigrants, who favoured the use of money orders and telegraphic transfers by 
individuals (Magee and Thompson 2006, 179-180). In  Chinese remittance networks, local 
Chinese merchants, clan associations, mobile brokers, bankers, postmasters, and 
interpreters collaborated through various channels. Thus, a “social network” approach has 
been employed in qiaopi and yinxin studies to explain how economic behaviour was 
constructed and reconstructed locally and internationally by social associations (Chen 2000; 
Hsu 2000; Dai 2003; Chen 2004; Chen 2008; Takeshi 2008; Lin 2009; Harris 2015; Liu and 
Benton 2015). Rather than focus on self-interest and profit-seeking, the interrelationship 
between the growth of the remittance business and social associations is often implicit in 
the success of the former. 
This chapter follows the same characterisation of Chinese remittance network but asks how 
the world economy functionally influenced the Chinese approach to organizing the 
remittance business beyond social associations and cultural pursuits. It focuses on the 
Chinese Australian remittance trade in a world economy enhanced by gold output. Chinese 
Australian remittances have barely figured in qiaopi and yinxin studies, due to the limited 
amount of surviving remittance documents. By examining the remittance networks of 
Chinese Australians from the late nineteenth century through to 1916, this chapter argues 
that cultural pursuits and social-networks cannot adequately explain the Chinese Australian 
remittance trade, and that one must look beyond that to the emergence of Australian 
                                               
1 Qiaopi are basically defined as documents of “letters, reports, account books and remittance receipts” 
resulting from communication between Chinese emigrants overseas and their families in China. In 2013, the  
qiaopi and Yinxin project was officially registered under UNESCO’s Memory of the World Program. 
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economic power in the Pacific region. It also discusses the impact of remittance networks 
and practices on enterprising Chinese Australians. Jinxin reflect the transformation of 
Chinese immigrants from gold diggers to trans-local capitalists at a time when the world 
economy was undergoing fundamental changes.     
Jinxin and native-place networks starting in 1850 
By analysing local Chinese newspapers, personal letters, company records, and Australian 
national archives, this chapter revives the name jinxin, which Chinese Australians used to 
describe their remittances. (Jin 金 means gold or gold sovereign, xin 信 means letter.) From 
1850 up until World War One, Chinese Australians usually transmitted gold sovereigns and 
gold dust together with their letters with the help of Chinese shippers, brokers, and 
merchants in the local towns and cities of Australia. Chinese merchants placed jinxin in the 
jinxiang (金箱 remittance boxes) together with other goods exported to Hong Kong and 
South China by British and Japanese steamers. 2 Non-commercal remittances were often 
first sent to Hong Kong, where the gold was exchanged for money, or used to purchase 
specified goods, which were then sent on to places in  South China.  
Although the name jinxin seems not to have appeared in documents before the late 
nineteenth century, sending sovereigns can be traced back to the Australian gold-rush 
period. Australia was a central motor of the worldwide gold boom in the second half of the 
nineteenth century (Bryan 2010, 27). After 1850, most Chinese first went to Australia’s gold 
fields, where their numbers peaked at around 40,000. Wells Williams (1856, 162) stated 
that considerable amounts of gold were received in Guangzhou from Chinese in Australia 
and California.3 Available records suggest that Chinese in Australia remitted  3,500,000 
sovereigns in the period 1854 to 1870 (Chang 2008: 455).  
Starting in the 1850s, Louis Ah Mouy (1826-1918) and Lowe Kong Meng (1831-1888) were 
the two main Chinese labour brokers as well as the two main gold exporters from Victoria to 
                                               
2 See various articles and advertisements in Chinese Australian Herald (Sydney), Tung Wah News (Sydney), 
Tung Wah Times (Sydney), Chinese Times (Melbourne) and Chinese Republic News (Sydney) from 1894 to 
1920s. Commercial records of Wing Sang reflect that name of jinxin was still used after the 1920s, see annual 
balance of Wing Sang and Co., no: 42-71, box 3 at Archives of City of Sydney.  
3 Chinese in California remitted gold from 1856 to 1890 (see Sinn, Pacific Crossing, 175-179).  
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Asia (Macgregor 2012). They also dominated the early Chinese Australian remittance trade,4 
which was linked to Chinese native-place associations (Macgregor 2015, 73). Lowe Kong 
Meng established the Num Pon Soon Association 南番顺會館 (the three counties of Sam 
Yap) while Ah Mouy helped to fund the Melbourne See Yap Association 四邑會館. Starting 
in the mid nineteenth century, the See Yap Association conducted the remittance trade, 
relieved poor and sick members, helped migrants save, bought them steamship tickets, and 
sent mail on their behalf.5  
The link between Chinese gold export and native-place associations in the remittance 
business was a result of the credit-ticket system. Eighty per cent of Cantonese labourers on 
the Victorian goldfields in the 1850s were indebted labourers (Yong 1977:1; Wang 1978: 90) 
who had purchased their steamship tickets in shops in China, with the support of family or 
friends. The tickets were issued under unwritten contracts supported by an arrangement 
between the migrants’ local connections and international networks of Chinese firms in 
Hong Kong and Australia. Native-place associations in Australia sent the initial remittance on 
behalf of miners to repay their debts to relatives and friends. Native-place associations also 
saved on behalf of their members up to the point where they had accumulated enough to 
transfer sums back to relatives and friends.6  
After gold production declined in the 1860s, Chinese moved into market gardening and 
other occupations in the gold towns (Curthoys 2001,115-116; Frost 2002, 117-119). A 
remittance ledger of Mew Chip Co. 劉妙捷記, a Chinese firm in the gold town of 
Tambaroora in New South Wales, confirms that Chinese Australians constantly remitted 
sovereigns and gold dust through personal channels in the 1860s and the 1870s, in 
association with relatives and friends.7 The ledger indicates a growing remittance network in 
the 1880s among Chinese firms in local towns in Australia and between Sydney and Shekki 
                                               
4 An advertisement by Ah Mouy Co. in 1894 indicated that remittance was its main commercial service. See the 
Chinese almanac from 1894, Public Record Of Victoria: VPRS 30 Unit 1005 case 32/1895.  
5 A History of See Yup Society of Victoria Australia (1854-2004), 2009. Also see records of See Yup Society, no. 
526-001-015, 526-001-016 and 526-001-017 in Noel Butlin Archives Centre, Australian National University.  
6 See minutes records of Kong Chow Society, dated on 17 July 1897, no. 526-01-0015-097 in Noel Butlin 
Archives Centre, Australian National University. 
7 The owner was Mew Chip (or New Chip, 1847? -1937) from Zhangshan district. See Harry Hodge, The Hill End 
Story: A History of the Hill End-Tambaroora Goldfield Book 1, Third edn, Hill End Publications, Toorak, Vic, 1986. 
Further information of this ledger see the website of Chinese Australian historical Society at 
http://chineseaustralianhistory.org/bew-chips-ledger/. I wish to thank Dr Michael Williams for drawing 
attention to the record.   
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in Guangdong. Mew Chip’s main partners in Sydney in this remittance business were Tin 
War, On Yik Lee, and Gee Ick, from Zhongshan.  
The emergence of remittance networks after the 1880s was rooted in commercial 
developments in Sydney. Between the 1870s and the 1890s, Australia reached a per capita 
income higher than that of any other country due to its adherence to the gold standard, its 
incorporated banking system, and its monetary technology (Maddison 1995; Butlin 1962; 
McLean 2007). In the last two decades of the nineteenth century Australia had begun to 
urbanise at a rapid rate, especially in Melbourne and Sydney (Powell 1988,23). At the same 
time Sydney, already home to many Chinese in Australia, developed into a hub of the 
Chinese Australian remittance trade (Coghlan and Ewing 1903:96; Wang 1978:208–211; 
Yong 1977:4; Fitzgerald 1997:23).  
On the eve of the 1880s On Chong 安昌號, Way Kee 维記號, On Yik Lee 安益利號, Tiy Loy 
泰來, and Wah Hing 和興 already engaged in the jinxin business in metropolitan Sydney. To 
aid their business, they helped establish native-place associations in the city. Interpersonal 
collaboration and kin-based ownership played an important role in the elaboration of an 
economic strategy for competing with European and British companies.   
On Chong started out in the jinxin business in Sydney in 1865 (Chang 2008: 459). Between 
the late 1860s and the early twentieth century, On Chong operated a steamship that sailed 
between Sydney, Townsville, Hong Kong and China, and Butaritari in the Gilbert Islands, the 
only Chinese Australian firm to do so in the second half of the nineteenth century (Lydon 
1999, 86; Willmott 2007: 9-20). Thomas Yee Hing (1860-1921) became On Chong’s manager 
in the 1880s and maintained its prominence in Sydney. Yee Hing was described in an 1891 
Royal Commission report as a straight, upright, and honest man, who was at the fore in 
every worthy cause and social movement at the time (New South Wales Royal Commission 
Report 1892, 479). 
Another Chinese remittance firm was established in 1871 by Way Kee (1824-1892), who 
testified to the Royal Commission that his business had four branches in rural New South 
Wales (in Bega, Bourke, Stanthorpe, and Hillston) and that these expansions had happened 
on the basis of family and clan or native-place relationships. Way Kee said that he helped his 
fellow countrymen remit money back to China, and claimed to have remitted more than 
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£10,000 in 1890 (New South Wales Royal Commission Report: Q2125 to 2127).  Way Kee 
helped to establish native-place societies such as the Koong Yee Tong in 1875 (it had 600 
Chinese members from Dongguan) and Loong Yee Tong (a joint Association for migrants 
from Dongguan and Zhengcheng). Loong Yee Tong’s main object was to collect money to 
‘put coffins on board ships passing to and from China’.8 The success of his operation is a 
good illustration of the close link in the Chinese community between commercial 
transactions and clan or native-place activities.  
Another association, the Hung Fook Tong, was established by two Chinese firms, Tiy Loy and 
Wah Hing, to support the Gaoyao Chinese. Its services included remittance and the dispatch 
of letters (Stephen 1997: 10). The On Yik Lee was founded by William Robert George Lee 
(1844-1911) in 1879, who had previously been a remittance broker. On Yik Lee ran a 
steamer ticketing agency, a boarding house, and a private bank. In late 1891, W. R. G. Lee 
and eight other Chinese merchants established the Lin Yik Tong 聯益堂 as a commercial 
agency that dealt initially with the Gibbs, Bright, and Co. shipping company.9  Lin Yik Tong’s 
structure was similar to that of a guild. In it, two representatives from each of the eight 
firms managed its business for a term of three months, and each representative received 
£10 a year(Kuo 2013, 37).  One reason for establishing the Lin Yik Tong was so that its 
constituent firms could dominate the jinxin industry.  
In 1897, the Lin Yik Tong became an agent for several steamships and eventually became 
the only Chinese immigrant agent in Sydney (Kuo 2013, 38).  Jinxin was one of its services.  
Lin Yik Tong took 7.5 pence in commission on each remittance – Chinese firms in Australia 
received only 2.5 pence of this commission fee, while the Lin Yik Tong received the other 5 
pence.10 Its trading capital was between £600,000 to £800,000. The Lin Yik Tong claimed 
that, in line with its philanthropic functions, part of this sum went to charity.  
1890s: Jinxin beyond native-place associations  
Before 1890, the Chinese Australian remittance trade had operated within native-place 
                                               
8 Tung Wah Hospital in the name of the Loong Yee Tong. See Tung Wah Hospital archives, no. 182.1 A87.v1 
00163(2/5), Tung Wah Museum, Hong Kong.  Also see ‘Report of the Royal Commission on Alleged Chinese 
Gambling and Immorality’, Q.2104; 2724. 
9 Chinese Australian Herald (hereafter CAH), 21 December 1901, 5 and 5 April 1902, 6. 
10 CAH, 7 June 1902, 5.  
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networks and associations. However, in the last decade of the nineteeth century, the jinxin 
trade was growing along with Australia’s urbanisation and healthy economy, Sydney’s 
commercial developments and the currency exchange market. By the end of the nineteenth 
century, Sydney had become the fourth largest seaport in the British Empire (Coghlan and 
Ewing 1903, 185 and 447). At the same time, Sydney’s commercial development and social 
transformation in the 1890s gradually impelled Chinese immigrants to seek alternative 
forms of enterprise better suited to the new environment. The number of Chinese 
storekeepers and traders in metropolitan Sydney had reached 394 (799 in New South Wales 
in total, see Yong 1977, 264) by 1901. Many with only a small amount of capital began to 
work together and moved out of their earlier occupations, as miners and labourers, to 
emerge as traders, storekeepers, cabinet makers, laundry operators, and restaurant owners, 
usually in competition with other Australians (Wang 1978; Collins 2002, 115-116). An official 
report from the Chinese Consul-General in Singapore, who visited Australia in 1902, 
confirmed that the largest Chinese Australian communities were in Sydney and Melbourne. 
The report also noted that Sydney had the largest number of Chinese engaged in commerce 
and trade.11  
More Chinese traders and storekeepers entered the remittance trade on the eve of the 
twentieth century. Transferring remittances in the form of sovereigns and gold dust through 
Chinese brokers and firms was still the primary channel. This did not mean that mail and 
telegram remittance was unavailable. However, such forms of remittance happened on a 
smaller scale.12 A customer of On Yik Lee explained his remittance behaviour. He saved one 
thousands pounds in On Yik Lee because On Yik Lee was a trustworthy firm.13 He stated that 
he trusted Chinese firms and traders more than he trusted Australian banking institutions 
and the Post Office, and that he appreciated the convenient and flexible service provided by 
Chinese firms.  
Apart from remittance behaviour on the part of Chinese customers favouring Chinese firms, 
increased routes between Australia and Hong Kong also enhanced remittances in the form 
of gold exports. British owned vessels dominated Australia’s overseas shipping routes in the 
                                               
11 Diplomatic Archives: 02-13-008-02-061, Institute of Modern History, Academia Sinica, Taiwan. 
12 See various Post Office Reports from 1884, in Sessional Papers at Hong Kong Government Report Online 
1842-1941, http://sunzi.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/index.jsp (25 August 2015).  
13 CAH, 13 September 1902, 5.  
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nineteenth century. However, in 1896 the Japanese steamship company Nippon Yusen 
Kaisha set up an Australian route, and made its first voyage in October (Sawa 1943, 27). 
Japanese and British vessels started competing in the Pacific region. The Japanese vessels 
led to an increase in the Chinese remittance trade after 1897.   
Chinese Australian remittance practices still favoured sending sovereigns and gold dust, also 
because more and more Chinese Australians became aware of the rise of the gold sovereign 
on the foreign-exchange market. Sydney’s two new Chinese newspapers, the Chinese 
Australian Herald (CAH, 1894-1923) and the Tung Wah News (TWN 1898-1937; changed to 
Tung Wah Times (TWT) in 1902), started to report regularly on the gold exchange rate in 
Hong Kong and the volume of gold exports to Hong Kong from Australia grew in the late 
1890s. These newspapers reported that big profits could be made on Hong Kong’s exchange 
market.14 The exchange rate of gold to silver in the global market in the last decade of 
nineteenth century went from 19.75 in 1890 to 39.15 in 1902.15 From 1898 through to the 
late 1910s, Chinese firms in Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane advertised the jinxin business 
(see appendix 1). The scale and network of the Chinese Australian remittance trade included 
Chinese stores in Australian towns and cities as well as Chinese firms in New Zealand, 
Annam, Hong Kong, and San Francisco that carried out jinxin business.16  
The increase in the remittance trade also led to new innovatory business practices. Sydney 
authorities had noticed the large volume of the Chinese remittance trade. In 1898, the 
Sydney authorities did away with Chinese deliverers and switched to using public transport 
to deliver jinxiang to the steamship companies.17 The Sydney police claimed that public 
transportation would enable Chinese deliverers to avoid robbery. At the same time, Chinese 
remittance firms adopted new services to attract their customers as well as to ensure the 
safety and efficiency of the remittance process. For example, On Yik Lee started insuring 
remittances in order to enhance customer confidence.18 It also sent remittance receipts 
                                               
14 See the report of CAH, on 16 August 1899, 3; TWN, 13 Sept 1899, 3.  
15 Historical exchange rate data see: http://www.measuringworth.com/datasets/gold/result.php (accessed 7 
Aug 2015 ) 
16 An almanac produced by the Chinese merchant Wong Yeng Louey in 1894 in Melbourne, Public Record of 
Victoria: VPRS 30 Unit 1005 case 32/1895. 
17 TWN, 10 Nov 1898, 2. 
18 CAH, 9 August 1896,7.  
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back to remitters in Australia free of charge.19  
Jinxin and gold output after the 1890s  
The emergence of  the jinxin phenomenon cannot be adequately explained in abstraction 
from the rise of Australian economic power in the 1890s. Australia’s economic health, 
together with British imperial power, had benefitted Chinese Australian remittances on the 
currency exchange market. Colonial Australia and the Commonwealth of Australia after 
1901 had complied with London’s adherence to the gold standard on the exchange market.  
From 1896 to 1913, the world economy, including Britain, underwent a fundamental change 
due to the increase in global gold production, monetary expansion, and technological 
changes (Bryan 2010: 27; Hobsbawm 1990: 168-171). However, not every country benefited. 
From 1894 to 1911, the Chinese Haikwan tael lost in value in relation to the Chinese silver 
standard (Hsiao 1974: 189-192 Lee 2010: 236-240). The declining value of silver was bad for 
those American traders that traded in silver. American Consulates in South China suggested 
that the declining value of silver starting in from 1894 was adversely affecting the US export 
trade in the Chinese Treaty Ports (Los Angeles Herald, 26 December 1908, 2). At the same 
time the idea of the gold standard as a modern, scientific system and its association with the 
status of a first-class nation influenced Japan’s switch to the gold standard in the late 1890s 
(Bryan 2010, 153-159). 
Takeshi Hamashita argues that the Chinese remittance network in Asia needs to be 
considered within a broad framework formed by financial systems and currency exchange 
markets. Because China’s currency system was based on silver until 1935, Hong Kong 
bimetallism had benefited Chinese and foreign traders, who were able to sell gold for cash, 
and its high exchange rate allowed for an additional profit (Hamashita 2008). Chinese 
Australian traders were also aware of the commercial opportunities in Hong Kong.    
In 1892, gold was again discovered in Australia and caused another economic boom starting 
in 1894, at the same time as gold exports from San Francisco began to decline (Denzel 2010, 
441). New South Wales alone sent £113,791 in gold to Hong Kong in 1894, rising to 
£179,476 in 1899 (NSW Statistical Register 1895, 1897 and 1900). During this period, Sydney 
                                               
19 CAH, 30 Oct 1896, 8. 
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Chinese newspapers recorded that Chinese sent gold to Hong Kong and China with a value 
of between £5,500 and £7,200 every month, although no precise statistics are available. 
After the formation of the Australian Federation, the amount of gold exported to Hong Kong 
and China was as follows:  
Year To HK To China   Year To HK  To China  
1903 279,923 15,289 1910 431,846 18,280 
1904 336,484 15,870 1911 466,657 22,155 
1905 329,250 54,000 1912 615,053 27,587 
1906 360,616 6,100 1913 575,038 47,593 
1907 397,522  11,940 1914-
1915 
380,729 13,000 
1908 460,276 15,702 1915-
1916 
16,797 4,300 
1909 385,056 30,402 Total  5,035,247 282,218 
Sources: Annual Statements of the Trade of the Commonwealth, 1903, 1904, and 1905. 
Trade and Customs and Excise Revenue of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1906-1917.   
Value in Gold sovereign (£1 in 1901 was worth $119 in 2007) 
 
These statistics do not reveal the identity of the shippers, but Australian newspapers said 
the main exporters of gold to Hong Kong were Chinese, especially Sydney Chinese.20 The 
amounts mentioned in the Sydney English newspapers were even higher than those 
recorded in official statistics. The report of the first Chinese Consul-General for Australia in 
1909 on the commerce and industry of Chinese immigrants in Australia also confirmed that 
gold was the main article of export to Hong Kong and China in the first decade of the 
                                               
20 Daily Commercial News and Shipping List in Sydney published the information of gold export regularly from 
1890. Available via Trove http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper?q= National Library of Australia.  
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twentieth century.21 As no information on remitters was given, it is impossible to separate 
commercial from non-commercial remittances. However, some capital was devoted to trade 
and investment, as discussed in the following section.  
The Commonwealth Bank was inaugurated in January 1913, and became Australia’s de facto 
central bank after the outbreak of World War One. Chinese gold exports from Australia 
were targeted by the Australian Commonwealth Government in 1914. References to an 
unduly large amount of gold exports to Hong Kong and China were made in the Australian 
Parliament in late 1914.22 In the three weeks up to 14 December, gold to the value of 
£48,562 was exported from Sydney.23 Gold exports to Hong Kong and China were limited 
under the Customs Act to £50 per person in July 1915 – the prohibition took effect in 
1916.24 A lifting of the prohibition saw the amount allowed reduced to 20 sovereigns in the 
early 1920s (Cornish and Coleman 2014). This led to the transfer of remittances to mail and 
telegram after 1916.  
Jinxin and the building of modern enterprise in the early twentieth century   
The impact of gold exports on the Chinese Australian remittance trade in the period up to 
1916 has not yet been analyzed in the scholarly literature. Chinese Australian remittances of 
gold sovereigns and gold dust led to an increase in capital flows to new enterprises in Hong 
Kong, including the so-called gold mountain firms jinshan zhuang 金山庄 and modern 
department stores, which were said (anecdotally) to derive most of their finance from 
Chinese Australians (Yen 1998: 59). Lin and Zhuang (1985), Williams (2002: 87), and Pei 
(2013) show that Sincere Co. and Wing On Co. derived much of their capital from the 
remittance trade. Chinese Australians dominated investment in department stores in 
Shanghai too before 1919 (Lin 1982). The first managing director of the Wing On 
Department Store in Shanghai was Guo Biao 郭標 (George Bew 1867-1932), who was also 
managing director and founder of Wing Sang in Sydney. Mainly as a result of Bew’s efforts, 
                                               
21 Report dated on 18 April 1909, Record of Chinese Consul-General for Australia, no. 522-002, Kuo Min Tang 
Society of Melbourne.  
22 Sydney Morning Herald, 29 Dec 1914, 9.  
23 Sydney Morning Herald, 21 Dec 1914, 11.  
24 See the Register 19 December 1914, 18. See Australian Custom Notice to masters and crews of vessels No. A. 
137 dated on 19 Oct 1916 also Ballarart Star 7 Feb 1916, 2, TWT, 27 May 1916, 7.  
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the paid up capital from Australia deposited in Shanghai’s Wing On was HK$500,000.25  
The remittance network enabled overseas Chinese merchants to circulate capital in order to 
expand their enterprises. Wing Sang Co. in Sydney was the most prominent Chinese 
Australian case. Wing Sang Co was founded by George Bew, 蔡興 (Choy Hing), Ma Yingbiao 
馬應彪 (Ma Yin Piu 1868–1944), and Ma Zurong 馬祖容 (Mar Young).26 Wing Sang’s 
founders also founded Sincere Co., Wing On Co., and Sun Co. in Hong Kong and Shanghai in 
the first decades of the twentieth century. George Bew was managing director of Wing Sang 
Co. until late 1917, when he moved to Shanghai to manage the newly opened Wing On 
Department Store.  
The Wing Sang Co. shows that Chinese Australian merchants did not establish remittance 
houses of the sort common in Southeast Asia. The Chinese Australian remittance trade was 
similar in many respects to California’s jinshan zhuang. The jinshan zhuang model was 
strengthened by connections and partnerships with Chinese firms in the Pacific ports of 
Hong Kong and Guangdong (Williams 1863 and Sinn 2013: 175-179; Lee 2015).  
The remittance network formed by the jinshshan zhuang allowed for a flow of capital for 
investment in other enterprises. For example, it helped the Hong Kong entrepreneur Ma 
Tsui Chiu, a Taishanese who had returned to China from the US, to expand his business in 
Hong Kong and South China in the early twentieth century, including financial institutions 
like the Dahua Bank and Cheong Wah Co. Ltd (Lee 2015, 170-175). Lee also argued that Ma’s 
international remittance network and capital enabled him to enhance his credit from 
foreign banks.  
The jinshan zhuang model was also adopted by Chinese merchants in Sydney. For example, 
Ma Yin Piu, a founder of Wing Sang, opened the Wing Chong Tai 永昌泰 gold mountain firm 
in Hong Kong in 1894.27 It was also a basis for the expansion of Wing Sang in Hong Kong. 
Another gold mountain firm in Hong Kong, War Hing 華信, was also engaged in a 
                                               
25 Chinese Republic News, 20 Jan 1917, 4. Institute of Economy, Shanghai Academy of Social Science ed., 
Shanghai yong an gong si di chan sheng, fa zhan he gai zao (The origin, development and rebuild of Shanghai 
Wing On Company), Shanghai: Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1981, 10-12. 
26 SRC19038, City of Sydney Archives.  
27 See ‘Xianshi gongshi gongsi ershiwu nian jingguosh’ (A history of the founding of the Sincere Company), in 
Zheng Tianjian(ed.), Xianshi gongsi ershiwu zhounian jiniance ( The Sincere Compnay Limited: Twenty fifth 
anniversary 1900-1924) (Hong Kong, Shangwu yinshuguan, ‘Jizai’ column), pp. 1-5.  
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partnership with Wing Sang. (Its manager was George Bew’s father-in-law.28) Both these 
gold mountain firms were active in the remittance trade. Their involvement helped Ma Yin 
Piu establish the Sincere Co., which was registered in Hong Kong in 1900. Six of its twelve 
shareholders were Chinese from Australia. When Sincere Co celebrated its twenty-fifth 
anniversary, Wing Sang was mentioned as an ideal business model. 29  
In Australia, the banana and fruit trade are seen as Wing Sang’s  cornerstone  (Yen 1998: 50-
51). Wing Sang was also sustained by remittance and investment by Chinese Australians in 
the first decades of the twentieth century. Wing Sang and other Zhongshan Chinese traders 
had established a network with Chinese firms in Shekki, a favoured zone for currency 
exchange (Lin and Zhuang 1985, 91). The Mew Chip ledger shows that Chinese firms in 
Shekki were already getting remittances from Australia as early as the 1880s. Another 
example of the network between Sydney and Shekki was Shekki’s War Hing Cheong 
remittance house, which regularly published advertisements in Sydney to attract Chinese 
Australians customers. It also indicated that it had partner firms in Sydney and Hong Kong.30 
Table 1 shows that several remittance houses and firms in Shekki acted as remittance 
agents on behalf of Chinese Australians.  
Chinese remittance traders benefited from currency exchange in Shekki, which was highly 
profitable. The profits from the exchange market led Chinese Australian merchants to 
establish currency exchange businesses in Hong Kong and Shekki after 1911 (see below). 
Remittance and currency exchange gave Chinese Australian merchants access to more 
working capital. Normally, Chinese Australian firms transferred money to the recipients 
within three months of  receiving the remittance.31 The time it took to transfer remittances 
made it possible for Chinese merchants to await better exchange rates and thus to enhance 
the flow of capital flow into their other businesses.  
Litpton (2007: 829) argues that the high per capital income and wide distribution of wealth 
in Australian colonial society encouraged entrepreneurship and innovation. It also benefited 
incorporation among Chinese Australians. In 1902 Wing Sang, Wing On, and Wing Tiy 
amalgamated to form Sang On Tiy and Co. to cultivate and ship bananas from Fiji to Sydney 
                                               
28Chinese Australian Herald, 25 September 1896, 4. Wing Chong Tai was listed its address at 126 Des Voeux 
Road West in Hong Kong in International Chinese Business Directory 1913. 
29 ‘Twenty fifth anniversary of the Sincere Co., Ltd’, 3-4; also see George Bew’s letter, Hoover Institute.  
30 TWN, 4 July 1900, 3.  
31 See a letter to NSW Chinese Chamber of Commerce dated on 14 September 1917, no. 526-01-0001, Noel 
Butlin Archives Centre, Australian National University.   
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at a rate of at least 2,000 bunches a week (Yong 1977: 50; Ali 2002). The chairman of the 
New South Wales Fruit Exchange, Thomas Jessep, confirmed that at the turn of the century 
control of the Queensland banana trade lay firmly in Chinese hands (Royal Commission on 
Customs and Excise 1906–1907: IV, 849). George Bew proclaimed that his business had 
increased to the valued of £4,000 by 1903.32 Entry into the Fiji banana trade was a 
milestone for Wing Sang and Wing On. The firm also became an agent for remittances by 
Chinese in Fiji. The increase in the remittance trade also improved the credit-worthiness of 
Chinese merchants when applying for bank loans (Gock Lock 1949, 5).     
The remittance network and the concomitant increase in investment and innovation 
enabled Wing Sang and Wing On to expand beyond fruit exporting. On 16 November 1902, 
in Wing On and Co.’s shop, a meeting was called to help Warley Chan Harr raise capital to 
build a department store, Heli youxian gongsi 和利有限公司 (Warley and Co.), in Hong 
Kong. This meeting succeeded in attracting 38 Chinese shareholders (including Wing Sang) 
to the new company. Yong (1977:55) flags this as the first attempt by Chinese Australians to 
start a new style of business in Hong Kong. In the early twentieth century the trade between 
Australia, Hong Kong, and China, for example, doubled between 1906 and 1907, from 
£222,790 to £416,441, and gold exports to Hong Kong and China grew from £366,716 to 
£409,462.    
In 1908, Wing Sang established the Li Man Hing Kwok Weaving and Manufacturing Co. 利民
興國織造有限公司 in Hong Kong.33 Wing Sang also became the agent for other investments 
in Hong Kong, South China, and Singapore, including the Commercial Press, Chinese and 
European Fire Marine and Life Insurance, the Bank of Mexico, the China Aviation Industry 
Corporation, the Xinghua noodle factory in Shanghai, the Chung Wah soft drinks company in 
Singapore, and the China-Australia Steamship Co.  
Wing On also became an important investor in the Wing On Department Store. In 1908, one 
of Wing Sang’s directors, Ma Joe Young, travelled back to Hong Kong (Tung Wah Times, 7 
March 1908, p.2) with seventeen boxes of gold worth £22,680, some of which was invested 
                                               
32 SP244/2, N1950/2/3885, National Archives of Australia. Wing Sang gained control of fruit market in 
Queensland from 1894 see Testimony of George Bew to the Royal Commission on the Fruit Industry 
(1913:1117). In 1899 George Bew visited Queensland to investigate chances to extend the banana trade (NAA, 
Attorney-General’s Dept, Correspondence files, SP42/1, C1901/652 1/2). Because of his efforts, Wing Sang and 
Co. handled 7,000 bunches of bananas from northern Queensland a week in 1899 and gained entry to the Fiji 
trade in 1900 (Royal Commission on the Fruit Industry 1913:1116–1117).  
33 TWT, 24 October 1908, 8. 
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in Wing On in Hong Kong (Gock Chin 郭泉 1960, 29-33). When Wing On’s department store 
was newly opened in Shanghai in 1917, about HK$500,000 was sent from Australia and Fiji 
due to Wing Sang’s efforts.34   
Apart from the new enterprises in the form of manufacturing and department stores, Wing 
On and Wing Sang also established remittance bureaus in Shekki and Hong Kong after 1910 
(Shanghai Academy of Social Science 1980, 8-9).35 Chinese Australians’ remittance bureaus 
controlled more than 80 per cent of the remittance trade in Zhongshan (Lin and Zhuang 
1985, 91; Pei 2013). By 1914, Wing Sang’s partners in Hong Kong had established Sincere 
Insurance Co and Wing On Insurance Co., which dealt in remittances and investments (Gock 
1949, 8-9; Yen 2013: 431). Investment in banking promised to be a sound proposition, since 
it supported the extension of the department store business (Gock 1949, 13-17; Norton. 
1970: 34; Yen 2013, 430-431). Starting in 1917, the Sincere and Wing On Department Stores 
began to deal in remittance in Shanghai on behalf of Chinese Australians.36 In 1921 the Wing 
On Department Store set up a banking department to engage in remittance and currency 
exchange.  
To extend and maintain its business in Hong Kong and China, Wing Sang in Hong Kong was 
registered as a limited liability company in 1919. Its directors were the former managers of 
Sydney Wing Sang. 37 In 1921, Hong Kong Wing Sang became the head office,38 thus enabling 
Sydney Wing Sang to invest and expand its business in Hong Kong and Shanghai and even in 
Singapore. By 1924, Sydney Wing Sang’s paid-up capital had increased to £75,000,39 and by 
1928 it had multiplied to £253,500.40 The partnership between Sydney Wing Sang and Hong 
Kong Wing Sang was maintained until the 1980s.41    
Conclusion  
                                               
34 For example, Wing Sang was the agent in Sydney for selling shares of Wing On department store in Shanghai. 
See Shanghai Municipal Archives Q 225-4-1, Q225-4-3 and Q225-4-5.  
35 Sydney Chinese newspapers indicated the transformation of a remittance office from Wing Chong Tai to 
Wing On in Hong Kong. Tung Wah Times, 7 Jan 1905, 1 (Wing Chong Tai) and 7 Jan 1911, (Wing On).  
36 See Wing On records no. Q225-4-458, Q225-4-172 and Q225-3-1 in Shanghai Municipal Archives.  
37 The directors of Hong Kong Wing Sang in 1919 were George Bew, James Choy Hing, Ma Yin Piu, Ma Joe 
Young, Ma Wing-Chan and Choy Chong. See “Memorandum of Wing Sang Company Ltd. Hong Kong 1919”, no. 
42-7 box 3, Archive of City of Sydney.  
38 A1, 1925/11716, National Archives of Australia.    
39 Ibid. 
40 Memorandum of Wing Sang Company Ltd. Hong Kong (1919) and Annual report of Wing Sang (1928), no. 42-
7 box 3, Archive of City of Sydney.  
41 Miscellaneous records of Wing Sang Co., no: 42-71, box 3, Archives of City of Sydney.  
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In the absence of an adequate cache of remittance documents, this chapter recovers the 
history of Chinese Australian remittances through an analysis of newspapers and private 
letters of the time and of Australian archives. Starting in the mid nineteenth century, 
Chinese brokers and traders helped miners and labourers to send gold sovereigns and dust 
home with the help of native-place associations. Chinese Australian remittances were 
described as jinxin and in the early days the trade the in many respects resembled 
California’s jinshan zhuang. 
By the 180s, the Chinese Australian remittance trade had reformed itself in ways that 
transcended the jinshan zhuang model. From the late nineteenth century through to 1916, 
Chinese Australians continued to prefer to send wealth back to China in the form of gold 
sovereigns and gold dust, while gold exports from San Francisco were on the decline. At the 
same time, the world economy, including the Australian economy, underwent a 
fundamental change due to the increase in gold production, monetary expansion, and 
technological transformation. As a central motor of the worldwide gold boom, Australia 
enjoyed the benefits of these developments. Its economic rise aided the flowering of the 
Sydney Chinese remittance trade between 1890 and 1916. At the same time, the increasing 
amount of working capital in Chinese Australian hands enabled the transformation of 
members of this group from gold mining labourers and market gardeners into trans-local 
capitalists. Their remittance business enhanced trade between Australia, Hong Kong, and 
China. 
The jinxin trade from 1850 through to the early twentieth century mirrored the trajectory of 
Chinese diasporic enterprise in Australia, as influenced by gold output in the world economy. 
An important feature of this trade was its recycling of profits in the form of investment. 
Wing Sang was a remittance firm that eventually blossomed as an international investor and 
trader in Australia, Fiji, Hong Kong, and Shanghai between 1890 and the early twentieth 
century. Its experience shows how the accruement of capital led to innovation and to the 
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Appendix 1 Chinese Australian firms for remittance service, 1890s -1910s  
(various sources: Tung Wah News, Tung Wah Times, Chinese Australian Herald, Chinese Times, Chinese 
Republic News, Archives of Chinese Consul-general in Melbourne)  
City  Names  Joint-branch in HK/ Sekki and Guangdoang  
Sydney  On Chong and Co.安昌 N/A 
 Hop War and Co. 合和號 Sekkei: 和興昌 
Macac:中和銀鋪 
HK: Hop Woo Chan合和棧 
 S. G. S. Dockson 新昌盛 HK : Hook Wo Fong福和昌, 悅昌隆 , 裕記棧 , 保生昌 
Sekki：福和盛, 生昌 
隆谷都烏石墟仔聯合銀號 
 Kwong Tiy War and Co.廣泰和 HK :肇和祥 
Shekki:永安昌 
 Wing On and Co. 永安 HK: 永昌泰,永安金山莊,永安燕梳有限公司 
石岐:匯源  
東莞：連陞扁 
WA, 暹羅，Suva, Fiji  




Wing Sang and Co. 永生 HK: 永昌泰, 永生 





 Wing Tiy and Co. 永泰 HK: Wing Sang 
Shekki: 匯源 
 Lee Sang and Co. 利生 HK: 正利生號 
 Kwong Wing Chong and Co. 廣榮昌 HK :恭寬棧, 連生生棧, 新源利 
 Kwong War Chong 廣和昌 HK:連生生, Kwong Man Loong (廣萬隆) 
Shekki：廣萬安 
 On Yik Lee and Co. 安益利 HK：Kong Shing Lee 江盛 
利恭谷都:匯和號 
Shekki:元利銀號 
 King Young 榮記 HK :新恒裕 
 Wing Loong and Co. 和隆 HK :寫記棧; Shekki：水福利九八欄 
 Wing War Hing and Co 永和興 HK :永同興 
Shekki:永泰隆 
 Goon Ping 公平 HK: 濟安保險公司 
 Sun Hing Jang and Co.新興棧 HK: Kwong Tai Yuen 廣泰源 
 Hop Lee and Co.合記 HK:興記 
 Sun Sam Choy 新三才 N/A 
 Kwong Mow On and Co. 廣茂安 N/A 
 Way Kee and Co. 維記 N/A 
 Hing Chong and Co. 慶祥 N/A 
 Sun Quong Hing and Co. 新廣興 N/A 
 Quong Hing Chong 廣興昌 N/A 
 Gee Ick and Co. 義益 N/A 
 Quong Yun Chong 廣源昌 N/A 
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 Goon Lee Shing 公利盛 N/A 
 Mow War 茂和 N/A 
 Wing Fung and Co. 永豐 N/A 
 War Hing and Co. 和興號 N/A 
 War Hing Tiy and Co. 和興泰 N/A 
 Wing Wah Hing and Co. 永和興 N/A 
 Yuen Tiy Tong Kee 源泰同記 N/A 
 King Hing and Co. N/A 
 Hing Chong and Co.  N/A 
Brisbane  On War Tai and Co. 安和泰 HK: 芳祐隆 
Shekki生昌隆 
十八間均隆 
 Juy Sun Chan and Co. 彩新棧 N/A 
 Kwong Sing Chong and Co. 廣興昌 N/A 
 S. Jueyow and Sons 孫祖佑 N/A 
 Sun On Lee 蕭安利 N/A 
 See War and Co. 泗和號 HK: 寶源, 合和棧, 永生,Kwog Mow On 
Shekki: 泗和隆, 和興昌 
 
 Ah Day 鄭帝號 HK 永生 
Cairns  Lee On Kee and Co. 李安記 HK 永同興 
Shekki:永昇 
Darwin  C. Yam Yan and Co  HK新同昌 
Melbourne 妹記Mouey Kee N/A 
 美珍 Mee Ching  N/A 
 寬記 Foon Kee  Foon Wo Cheung  
 廣美隆 Quong Mee Loong  HK Kwong Tai Lung 廣泰隆 
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 新源盛 Sun Goon Shing and Co. 新源盛 
 勝利隆 Sing Lee Lung  HK勝利昌 
 均恒盛 Quan Hang Shing  HK:永祥, Fuk Wo Cheung 福和昌 
 Wing Hing Loong  N/A 
 Quong Hie Shing 廣泰盛 N/A 
 Sun Man Tai新南泰  N/A 
 Leong Lee 兩利 N/A 
 Gee Cheong  N/A 
Adelaide  永和 聚利 利隆源 Lee Yuen Lung 
 
